
H539620 Conway Road – Virtual Public Meeting, 3/23/2022

Zoom Meeting Chat Record

Adam Greenstein - DPW Proj. Mgr.20:39

Thanks everyone for calling in and joining us this evening. We appreciate you being here. We will
start right around 7pm.

Adam Greenstein - DPW Proj. Mgr.24:54

Thanks everyone for calling in and joining us this evening. We appreciate you being here. We will
start right around 7pm. Please make sure to mute your microphone for the time being.

Adam Greenstein - DPW Proj. Mgr.27:44

Thanks everyone for calling in and joining us this evening. We appreciate you being here. We will
start right around 7pm. Please make sure to mute your microphone for the time being.

Adam Greenstein - DPW Proj. Mgr.29:59

Thanks everyone for calling in and joining us this evening. We appreciate you being here. We will
start right around 7pm. Please make sure to mute your microphone for the time being.

LaTawnya Askins59:47

Someone has a hot mic. Please mute.

Judith Wagner01:00:21

Agree! Mute!

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.01:00:30

Please make sure to stay muted unless asked to unmute. Thank you for your cooperation.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.01:01:54

Please make sure to stay muted.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.01:13:12

Please make sure to mute your microphones. Thank you.



Nicole DiLorenzo01:16:15

I am a little concerned about the school coming into the neighborhood. Is there a plan to widen the
road before any construction happens for the school? :)

Alicia Ellis01:20:24

I second her comment.

Becky Davis01:20:26

That’s right Ms. Shavell!

Becky Davis01:24:06

I have lived in Two Rivers since 2018. Before I purchased, we were told by developers, the 2nd
entrance was coming. We are still waiting.

Tracy Starr01:24:56

Yes a road out to Jericho would be very helpful

Netsanet Kiffle01:27:11

May 2022

Netsanet Kiffle01:27:33

construction is scheduled to begin May 2022

Monica D Jackson01:28:09

This might be outside scope of topic. What plans are the to have the county buses pick up students
living in the Woodlands within there section rather on Conway & Upper Patuxent Road?
Understand bus pick-ups for singe home on Conway Rd. No need to have another backup when
there are ample streets for pick-ups within Woodlands? Not a parent BTW.

Ayanna Vedor-McNeil01:29:36

Great questions and comments Cathy!

Monica D Jackson01:30:06

Agree 100% with Cathy.



Lori Rhodes, County Executive's Ofc01:32:50

Please contact me at exrhod20@aacounty.org and I will ask my Land Use depts. to provide answers
to any questions pertaining to the Two Rivers development process.

Robert Mignon01:34:52

When you schedule that conversation, please make it a meeting open to the public. In addition to
the other concerns, if a school is built, we must be concerned with school buses. This will also cause
back ups. We are not getting a rapid enough potential for change if this school is on the building
venue for 2024. Jeanne Mignon

Robert Mignon01:36:41

The developer needs to pay impact fees for all of this.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.01:37:26

For those providing questions and comments here in the chat, we will try to answer them during the
meeting. If not, we will provide responses in the compiled responses on the project website.

Amanda DiMaria01:38:17

look, we are already done with the 55+ only communities. bow we face a LANDFILL. Let's all agree
to make sure this does not go through!!!

Nicole DiLorenzo01:38:51

Agreed Amanda...we all need to give to the Go Fund me to pay the attorneys.

Shirley Alexander01:39:57

Thank you for your honesty, Ms. Rhodes.

Amanda DiMaria01:40:25

Let's all stop fighting and stop being so mad about what has changed with zoning. It's done and the
houses are nearly all built. I'm sorry you don't have what you thought would have as a 55+
community. now we have a LANDFILL coming.

cathy Fleshman01:43:48

The fight on the landfill is not over yet...we are still fighting as MDE just approved Phase III.
Unfortunately, as Mrs Rhodes is saying... in 2015 single family homes were approved and the PUD



of Two Rivers continues. Now we need to move forward on making our area safer, keeping it rural
even with a new school coming.

Lori Rhodes, County Executive's Ofc01:44:40

Contact me regarding the landfill. MDE approval doesn't constitute zoning approval which the
County recommended denial of the variance.

Becky Davis01:45:04

Meyer’s Station Road definitely seems like a top priority to explore, agreed Raymond!

Netsanet Kiffle01:46:36

I third Raymond's idea. Why wasn't this considered before Raymond mentioned it? it seems like a
no brainer! it could connect to 3 down by Exxon.

Bob Shean01:48:25

Can something be done to improve the shoulders immediately to enhance safety and provide a
means of going around accidents or disabled vehicles. The shoulders are steep in some areas and
non-existent in other areas,

Ralph Davis01:50:58

Time line for the school to open is 2024, which means estimated school construction is 2023. It
does not looking like Conway road improvement and funding will be avialable by 2023

Tracy Starr01:51:17

I support this and also the idea of a town hall. Definitely needed to hear all residents and find
money and try to get stuff done more rapidly.

Amanda DiMaria01:52:09

What about the tree(s) over the guardrailed curve on Conway just before the circle? I've called in
twice to report one of those trees that's hanging dangerously over the road. I was told they can't do
anything until it falls. But when it falls, it'll fall into the road, potentially on one or more passing cars.

Becky Davis01:52:41

So is it possible we will have Conway road construction + Elementary school construction + Landfill
construction all happening on a 2 lane road in the next year?!

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.01:54:41



On the road construction for school, project improvements from this study, and landfill, we do not
yet have details on how they would all coordinate, as several elements of the schedules are still not
yet determined.

Becky Davis01:55:06

Thank you

Raymond Donnelly02:00:17

Simple Fix: Install an overpass or underpass for the trail.

Alicia Ellis02:00:28

Once schedules are determined, is coordination going to be a required part of this process?

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.02:00:47

Ms. Ellis - yes, there will be coordination every step of the way moving forward.

Alicia Ellis02:00:58

Thank you

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.02:01:08

For those who asked questions earlier, I apologize for not responding in time. We will make sure to
respond through the compiled answers on the project webpage.

Tracy Starr02:01:24

A walking bridge/path across patuxent road for improving safety would be a quicker way to fix that
right now I would think/suggest.

Raymond Donnelly02:01:34

Install an overpass or underpass for the trail over or under Patuxent Rd.

Amanda DiMaria02:02:03

Can we also connect Conway/Patuxent Ridge Rd (55+ community) to the Woodlands Upper
Patuxent Ridge Rd? there is supposed to be an emergency access point but it would alleviate
safety/traffic issues to connect these two points. it would take an ambulance an extra 5 minutes to
access a home that they could access in 30 seconds (plus the time to go back out to a hospital)



Shirley Alexander02:02:50

No!

Steph S02:03:36

Thank you Dawn!

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.02:03:43

https://www.aacounty.org/departments/public-works/dpw-meetings/event/04/05/2022/L-
Virtual%20Meeting/T-%20Public%20Meeting/wba-trail-virtual-public-preconstruction-meeting

Shirley Alexander02:03:45

The 55+ and All Ages are not to be connected.

Monica D Jackson02:03:57

Will this slide presentation be available on-line for download?

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.02:04:10

Ms. Jackson - yes, it will be posted online on the project webpage next week

Monica D Jackson02:04:47

TY

Crystal B.02:05:09

Could speed cameras be a potential solution ( by the trail specifically). Certainly a deterrent. These
are usually found in close vicinity of schools as well.

Judith Wagner02:06:51

What caused the big backup on Conway road last Sunday nite? Anyone know?

Jim Holman02:07:11

fire

George Daughtry02:07:28



brush fire on bragers

Becky Davis02:07:48

A fire truck was blocking one of the lanes on Conway in order to access the fire hydrant

Judith Wagner02:08:11

Also, mr holman’s idea that the emergency road needs to be built. May be the county exec could
issue a state of emergency to stop all further development until that emergency road 8s finished.

Judith Wagner02:08:46

That is the developer’s responsibility, no?

Steven Onken02:08:57

Alll those in the Highlands were told with absolute certainty when they purchased their homes that
the road would NOT be a drive-through from Woodlands.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.02:09:05

Ms. B. - speed cameras be considered but is a much more complicated situation. Safer for an offline
conversation.

John Trageser02:09:20

It is not a county road. It is the developers road.

Shirley Alexander02:10:52

You are absolutely correct, Steven. Plus, there are 55+ people who live way back in The Watershed,
so people in The Woodlands are no less safe than they are when it comes to emergency issues. The
map on the Two Rivers website clearly shows the road as not an actual road but is grayed out to
indicate an emergency access road. An emergency access road it should remain. That is what our
community was promised!

John Trageser02:11:11

Meyers Station is used more now due to the Garden.

Judith Wagner02:13:17

I am in watershed. Am emergency on Conway road would be accessible to the woodlands by
diverting folks to two rivers blvd. Emergency only, of course.



Lade Anjorin02:13:32

Good evening. I live in Two Rivers on the Ryan homes all ages side. Specifically Conway and Upper
Paxtuent Ridge Road. My concern is a safety one. We are restricted from entering and leaving our
community. It is dangerous. We need other access roads. Also, I have children at Arundel HS and
MS. When will the bus stop open within the community.

Ralph Davis02:14:18

Is this Conway road project fast tracked?

Jim Holman02:14:38

Thank you for your time and giving us this presentation. I will be looking forward to a public forum.

Lade Anjorin02:15:00

The roads in woodlands section of TR is not enough to accommodate all the people who live there
and there are more homes being built.

Jim Holman02:15:02

Can speed bumps be added to the circle

Steph S02:15:04

Thank you!

Amanda DiMaria02:15:33

Thank you Lade

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.02:15:54

On speed humps, typically they are not installed in roundabouts, but there are other designs that
can be considered to reduce speeds near the circle.

Lade Anjorin02:16:20

Thanks for providing an opportunity to speak on these matters.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.02:16:51



Mr. Davis - we will work to move a project forward as quickly as possible, but there is no official fast
track.

Steven Onken02:17:31

I likewise support greater bike and pedestrian traffic along route 3. why there is a very wide
shoulder almost down to the roundabout and then ceases to exist between there and Two Rivers is
mind boggling. I specifically know several 55+ residents who would gladly BIKE to Aldi, etc. rather
than drive if it were feasible.

Michele Floam02:17:34

I support better and safe bicycle access to Route 3

Monica D Jackson02:17:35

Ms. Rhodes next to smiley face in Chat click on 3 dots to Save Chat to a text file.

Jim Holman02:17:47

Conway road into PG county is better than use of Meyers station road

Steven Onken02:18:20

The Two Rivers garden area is within a very short distance of the industrial area west of Route 3 - a
possible a

George Daughtry02:18:22

A push button crossing light could be installed at WB&A and Patuxent Rd to help with slowing
down and stopping traffic.

Alicia Ellis02:18:35

I don't understand why Patuxent Rd is not included as a main focus of this study, along with
Conway Rd. The school and increased traffic impacts Patuxent Rd as well. Patuxent Rd is not built
to handle the amount of traffic that now runs on it, with very narrow lanes and no shoulders. The
road is quickly developing pot holes and crumbling on the outside sides of the lanes of the road. The
increased traffic that is yet to come will severely impact this road. Is there any room to widen the
scope of this traffic study/project to fully include Patuxent Rd?

Francis Howard02:18:39

Please consider buried power utilities along the entire length of Conway.



Cathy Buckman02:18:52

is there any thouhts about buying the property from the landfill developer (assuming the landfill
doesn't get appproved) to help build some other access roads?

Jim Holman02:19:14

Great ideal Cathy

Tom Lyons02:19:23

When is the WBA bike path bridge into PGCo going to start construction?

Ayanna Vedor-McNeil02:20:16

While I appreeciate this meeting format and the promise of feedback to be posted on the project’s
webpage, what other action steps can we as homeowners take to actively participate in this ongoing
process?

Theresa Gregory02:20:37

Thank you, this was very informative.

Lisa Cornwell02:20:55

Ms. Ellis - Patuxent Road through Historic Woodwardville is on the National Register of Historic
Places / Roads. Those of us that reside here wish to keep our property.

Dawn Thomas, Rec and Parks, AA Count02:22:00

The trail bridge will begin next month. Adam shared a link in the chat.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.02:22:24

Ms. Vedor-McNeil - reach out to us as much as necessary. Send requests in writing, especially to
elected officials, or even more so a letter from your community's leadership. There will be another
working group meeting with community leaders before the end of the study, and there will be
public involvement at multiple stages as part of any future capital projects.

Chris Fritsch02:22:39

We live on Conway Rd between the circle and two rivers entrance. Exiting our driveway is
dangerous, even with no cars in sight when I turn onto Conway, I have been nearly rear ended by
cars traveling up to 50 mph in the 30 mph zone. Can we not use speed humps to slow folks down to



a safe speed? The creek next to us is a wildlife corridor and these speeding cars are detrimental to
the wildlife crossing as well.

Ayanna Vedor-McNeil02:23:17

Thank you for your response.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.02:23:53

Mr. Fritsch, there are several opportunities we could incorporated to calm traffic speeds. Speed
humps that traverse the entire road width present challenges to emergency services, but other
designs could be considered. We can also work to improve sight lines around curves and at
intersection both through vegetation trimming and more extreme measures through capital
projects.

Karla Mandell02:26:33

Crawford

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.02:26:56

Thanks for the clarification - my mistake.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.02:27:21

I may have been looking at a different location, as Concord is nearby.

Jim Holman02:27:58

build bridge over the railway

Shirley Alexander02:29:07

I think you mean Upper Patuxent Ridge Road to Patuxent Road. Not Patuxent Ridge Road.

Peter Baer02:29:21

Excellent presentation, many thanks!!!!!!

Monica D Jackson02:29:35

On map can you point out elementary proposed location?

Jim Holman02:29:58



What about the safety of the people who live on Meyers Station Road who use farm equipment and
do use Meyers Station Road

Patrick Duncan02:30:48

Appreciate the DWP and County Team's time for informing us this evening. Very informative!!
Adam, masterful job on moderating!

Patrick Duncan02:30:59

*DPW

Peter Baer02:31:35

Monica, check out http://ourtworivers.com/landfill/landfill.html it shows the location of the school.

Amanda DiMaria02:31:47

Thank you, everyone!

Alicia Ellis02:31:51

Thank you for your presentation!

Chris Fritsch02:32:12

Thank you

Cathy Buckman02:32:22

thank you

Qiana Ray, DPW Cust Rel02:32:44
Good night


